Planning and decision-making is a team sport that hinges on strong collaboration during the planning process. This is critical in tracking decision-making thought processes and assumptions based on a unified set of data.

Anaplan Collaboration enables faster planning and decision-making across any device via platform-wide collaboration capabilities, allowing users to efficiently work together and act.

**Key benefits**

**Drive highly efficient, productive teams**
Efficiently loop in key collaborators to deliver high-value output
- Add comments to track assumptions behind specific data and plans to easily adjust
- Notifications quickly connect critical collaborators across multiple business processes
- Engage with users at the right time in the process for them to take specific actions via notify actions with dynamic recipients
- Integrate Anaplan with Slack to share pages directly with colleagues and reach new users

**Cultivate contextual discussion**
Communicate in-context to quickly align and accelerate decision-making
- Share pages with customized messages for focused discussions on data that matters the most
- Receive email notifications linking to specific context to seamlessly access the right conversation
- Discuss scenarios on the go for quick and agile decision-making

**Break down silos and empower users to engage across devices in real-time**
Foster seamless communication across functions
- Involve multiple stakeholders across functions with Sharing and Commenting
- Streamline discussions with real-time Commenting threads to reduce communication loops
- Transition plans smoothly from one user to another by sending Notify Actions, tagging users and receiving mobile push notifications for @mentions and share a page on the go
Key features

Sharing
Easily share boards and worksheets with users to drive seamless collaboration for more informed plans.

• Search for Anaplan users with access to the model attached to the page and notify up to 20 users per share
• Copy unique page links to the clipboard to share via e-mail or chat
• Open page links on mobile devices and view them directly on the mobile app
• Access shared pages upon logging in via SSO
• Use the mobile app and Slack to share unique page links
• Share pages, including the page and widget context, to direct users to exactly where they need to be

Commenting
Bring more users directly into the conversation at the right point in the planning process to expedite decision-making.

• Comment on cards to spark discussions on specific boards
• Enable separate discussions by context
• Tag users (@) to send them a notification and bring them into the conversation
• Receive mobile push notifications for @mentions and share a page on the go
• Enable users to delete their own comments to reflect the most updated information
### Key features

#### Notify actions

Prompt and guide users when it’s time to act to reduce communication loops.

- Designate specific users to receive certain notifications
- Add a default message to notify users of required actions
- Customize messages to indicate specific user actions
- Notify actions with dynamic recipients by sending notifications to users, drawing them into the planning process exactly when needed

#### Notification

Alert specific users to facilitate smooth handoff from one team member to another.

- Send e-mail notifications from Anaplan with direct links to pages, including the context
- Notify users in comment threads, direct them to the page with the correct context initialized and the conversation panel open ready to reply

#### Slack integration

Integrate Anaplan with Slack to share pages directly with colleagues and reach new users via Anaplan Slackbot:

- Reduce friction searching for and reaching colleagues primarily on Slack vs email
- Receive notification in Slack from the Anaplan Slackbot, with the sender’s name and a link to the page shared
- Embed Anaplan more effectively in the day-to-day activities without missing a beat with two Slackbot notification types: sharing a page and @mentions
Key features

In-product notifications for planned downtime release
Gain greater visibility into upcoming planned downtimes, with in-product notifications
• Get notified of upcoming planned downtime inside the Anaplan app, in Slack, and, via Mobile push
• Plan ahead for periods when the platform will be offline
• Maximize the value of the time you spend working in Anaplan

In-product notifications for @mentions
Get notified when tagged (@mentioned) without leaving the Anaplan platform:
• In-product notifications for @mentions alert users who are mentioned in a comment
• Users mentioned receive notification alerts in the notification bell
• The notification bell will contain recent record of past @mentions and create easier navigation allowing users to click through to most relevant areas
• Users mentioned can access relevant context/page/comment without needing to check e-mail, Slack or mobile outside the Anaplan environment

Comment Summary View
Keep up with the conversation at a glance
• Discover and view all comments on a page within the current context selection, making it easier to track conversations among teams, even when a user is not tagged
• Easily drill down to an individual comment thread, or keep an eye on the bigger picture and watch conversations update in real time
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